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Errata 
1. Such as (a+ib) times (c+id)=ac + ibc + ibs +i²bd should be (a+ib) times (c+id) = ac + iad + ibc + i²bd
2. For “That is same a and b but they behave so differently we measured. “ it is “That is, the same 
a and b but they behave so differently when measured. 

References  (were left out entirely) 
1. The quotes about the “Fundamental Theorem of Algebra” and the two distinguishable +i and -i  
of “the” imaginary unit are from wiki
2. The appendix – “watched pot” and “quantum immortality” set-ups are from Phillip Hoffmann's 
soon to be published book “A World of Possibility”, buy it – easy to read and understand, basically 
a study about monads and qm
3. Quotes about monogamy from arXiv:1112.3967 and  arXiv:1712.04608
4. Minkowski's Paper  – Minkowsky, Hermann, German paper Raum und Zeit (1909), 
Jahresberichte der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, 75–88. In the 1920 English 
translation...We can clothe the essential nature of this postulate in the mystical, but 
mathematically significant formula 3x108(metre)=√-1(second)... 
www.en.wikisource.org/wiki/Space_and_Time

Some more answers for some questions
I tried to put the essay into abstract form

Abstract 
In dual Maths – areas are numbers not lengths as in current day mathematics, that is, much as in 
the same way in QM we associate “outcomes” with an “area” (the square area of the wave-
function), we define “numbers” as “areas”. This seemingly small change, gives us the idea that “the
imaginary unit” can be thought for as an “area”. Once we think of the imaginary unit as i² and as an
area we can use the intrinsic characteristics of an “area” to define new “complex numbers”. The 
role of the imaginary unit (which is a length) in our current mathematics, is to close the algebra on 
the geometry. In our current maths we just say (better declare) that the imaginary unit exists, and 
it solves this one equation x² + 1= 0 with a unique solution, with the symbol i, from which, we can 
define complex numbers as z=a+ib with zero=(0+i0). And using these complex numbers we can 
have complete knowledge of the Cartesian Number Plane defined as ℝxℝ or ℝ², using equations 
that satisfy the “Fundamental Theory of Algebra”. Clearly using this method of determining 
knowledge for the real-numbers associated in a number field has been a complete and utter failure
in physics. It is an established theoretical assumption that the Born rule (or areas are outcomes) 
comes last! It is an established theoretical assumption that there is “inherent uncertainty”of how a
quantum pair p and q lengths, when viewed as areas i.e. the outcome ΔpΔq, cannot be less than 
an “intrinsic constant or length” called the reduced Plank's constant (or a constant of nature) or 
the Uncertainty Principe. It is an established theoretical assumption that we need a wave-function 
consisting only of complex numbers (postulate of quantum mechanics), that is, outside 
“measurable outcomes” and by squaring the wave-function (or making an area, which is the Born 
rule) we only get “probabilities” within an “area”. We cannot even work out, what happens, when 
we only have two outcomes in a box area: the only answer we get is that all outcomes are 
happening in the area, yet in QM, it is an established assumption, we can form operator vectors, 
like from the sides of an “imaginary unit that is an area”, that can be used to show that within, that
real-number box, there are two lengths when multiplied, using complex numbers, obtains 100% 
certainty, that the theoretical area, is always full, or the Schröedinger Cat Thought Experiment. We 
don't even understand why [a,b]=ih/2π in QM. In this essay by introducing the concept of numbers
as areas we show that a dual mathematics can help clarify many of the paradoxes, oddities and, 
weirdnesses, in current scientific thinking. 
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From Phil 
Hi Harri,

I know what you are getting at and really like the way you want to change math, but I want to 
challenge some of your claims. To some extent I'm playing devil's advocate here, but not entirely.

When you say "areas are numbers not lengths", that's confusing. Whoever said numbers are 
lengths in the first place? Lengths (i.e. distances) are one-dimensional and areas are two-
dimensional, so this is a strange thing to say in more ways than one. "Areas (of squares) are 
numbers, not SQUARED lengths" presumably makes your point more accurately. Also, when you 
say the imaginary unit is an area, are you referring to i or i²? I assume you want to replace i with i² 
as the basic imaginary unit, but mathematicians will have a fit about this. How do you get i² 
without having i first, and if you do have i first, then surely IT, not i², is the basic unit after all, and 
mathematicians will insist that i is a number because that's what they've called it all along. Finally, 
the idea that the Born Rule squaring of wave function amplitudes yields areas rather than 
probabilities is going to strike everyone as extremely weird. Defining operator vectors the sides of 
Pythagorean hypotenuse squares helps, especially since vectors are lines, but it's weird 
nevertheless. On the other hand, if your approach has enough explanatory virtue, it will win the 
day in the end. A big challenge, but you've never been afraid of challenges before! Bravo!

From Harri 
Dear Phil 
Yeah I have been reading and trying to understand the other top rating essays (shivers, they are 
really good) and the comments they receive are super-technical and "nit-pick" in the best possible 
way, that will be good for me.

In geometry we have the fact that lengths are one-d lines of length "a number", and that is what 
we use to do "geometry". Pythagoras's theorem is all about "ratio of natural-number lengths" to 
define "numbers" and clearly what the essay does is show that any pair of natural-numbered 
lengths (as in the sides of the triangle a and b) that form a ratio which defines a "number" can be 
part of the entanglement. Clearly if a,b are counting numbers as lengths then the hypotenuse box 
shows WHY (the area of the imaginary unit) and HOW we have "numbers" (the four sides of the 
area, two sides to get the area of the box and the other two sides to encode the properties of the 
objects called timeless or pure numbers) in the first place to actually count actual physical objects.

Yes you say it even better than me "Areas (of squares) are numbers, not SQUARED lengths" yes 
exactly, I'm going to use that thanks, mate.  

Lengths (i.e. distances) are one-dimensional and areas are two-dimensional, so this is a strange 
thing to say in more ways than one, well how do we associate 3 a timeless number with three 
meters or three meters squared in the first place in our physics. This is the point of the essay, how 
do we attach a pure maths 3 with a physical "interval" of "three metres" in our physics or maths in 
the first place we don't know how to do this -- this essay addresses this "entanglement" with one 
pure ordinal state "the imaginary unit" with the impure n-tuplet objects (a and b) in a state 
labelled "cardinality measure" of "n definitional units".  See my last essay in fxqi for more details  

Yeah I can see about the confusion about that from our view point it is i² but yes it can be thought 
of as i but only if we "are looking from that area itself" which we aren't. Realise all the a and b we 
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can observe and action are located on the outside of the common area, physical reality isn't 
pictured on that box, that diagram is what we cannot observe directly. So that is why I labelled it i².
I will think about this notation confusion. I suppose it is like this if all numbers are areas then the 
imaginary unit is an area, which we assume is a square, so for ease of notation we write that the 
"imaginary sides" of the imaginary area are the indistinguishable imaginary units <|=i and i=|> 
hence the notation <||>=i² for the area. Clearly it is called the imaginary unit, and think like this -- 
a "unit of what". If I ask you to draw 3 everybody would drawn a line "three length units long as 
compared to an invariant length" or just call an arbitrary length "as three units long". This essay 
does both ways at once -- the first way of doing the geometrical representation of a "number" 
where we are drawing the "constant of nature" as "the invariant length" of an active hypotenuse 
that has a unit of "c=i=h", the invariant is i² from our viewpoint. And the second way, we are within
the actual area of the number called the imaginary unit formed from <| & |> and the two "free 
sides" that encode the hypotenuse vector complex numbers, from this vintage point within it is   
<||>=i that is, physical reality is not there, this is where the laws of nature are "located" in the 
hypotenuse box. One is the dual of the other and we "reside" on the outside of the box on those 
non-labelled hypotenuse. While within the hypotenuse box we have the pure states of "laws of 
nature", "constants of nature", etc. The "metaphysical" things (or states of the hypotenuse box) 
that are needed to describe a reality that doesn't look like "numbers" yet is "endued" within 
timeless numbers and laws. There are no other correlations allowed for a and b except timeless 
laws with physical natural constants.

Think like this nobody draws an area when you say draw 3 for example do they. Areas in our 
normal geometry are "Squared lengths" so an area of 9 has four sides that are 3 each, so clearly we
can do "encoding" with the spare "two sides" for an "area" that isn't needed strictly to be tied to 
the 9, or these sides can do "hypotenuse-projections" or vectors of these copies of 3 as to get an 
"area" that can be used to ascribe (encode) properties. Basically we say that the other two sides 
encode properties from those operator vectors called 3 to the three objects we see around and 
about us.  

In our geometry lengths are numbers, again nobody draws an area when asked to draw 3 
everybody will draw a line. And the better point, is that nobody says that the hypotenuse of the 
Pythagoras triangle is the negative square root of two do they. And the best point, a complex 
number definition is z=a+ib with zero=(0+i0) it isn't choice because a-ib=z* is the complex 
conjugate of z by definition and the definition of zero is not defined as zero=(0-i0) there isn't 
choice in our maths about how we define complex numbers it must be “+i”. In our maths recall the 
imaginary unit is the singular solution to the one and only equation x² + 1=0. There is by our own 
maths only one pure imaginary unit, that solves that one equation, what exactly is "i" in this 
complex number z=1+i9 or complex conjugate z*=1-i9 is it the same thing as the singular and 
solitary number that is the imaginary unit bare of all a and b trappings which is what solves the 
one equation x² + 1=0. Clearly not, so what "thing" we use in our complex numbers is a pale 
comparison to the actual imaginary unit as a singular solitary number which is an area in this essay.
Clearly whatever thing we use in complex numbers labelled i is constricted by the very act of the 
way we write complex numbers. In our complex numbers there are two objects -i and +i that give 
the correct solution to x² + 1=0. Which now seems not to answer the question -  what two same 
numbers when multiplied together gives us minus one, is it not assumed that there is only one 
number that solves the folk-version of the definition of the imaginary unit. And clearly we know 
that -ve times -ve gives +ve and that +ve times +ve gives +ve and -ve times +ve gives -ve and +ve 
times -ve equals -ve, clearly we know that Bell's theorem can be written as (a.b)=+/- which can be 
equated with the -i and +i obviously this is how we assume our maths shows its relationship to the 
singular and solidarity number called the imaginary unit. Well, when we use our complex numbers 
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we have two different numbers that solve that question. While the definition of the imaginary unit 
states that there is only one i exists. So somehow we have got one unique i then in complex 
numbers we seem to have many i in the maths -- would you say that the one unique i that is 
defined as "i=the positive square root of minus one" that solves that one equation is the actual i 
we use in our complex numbers when we write z=a+b. Do we actually use the definitional object 
itself as the i in our complex numbers. Not a chance what thing we call i in complex numbers isn't 
the definitional object itself. But in dual maths idealisations are as much a part of the diagram as a 
and b, so we have a pure state or an active hypotenuse just for the singular i then we have 
encoding vectors to get "complex numbers" with hypotenuse vectors that are like "holographic" 
projections of the properties of the singular thing-in-itself so we can form the actual dual complex 
numbers. Dual maths is a totality theory. Idealisations are as much part of the whole as are a and 
b.

What dual maths is, in another way of putting it, is the physics of complex numbers and the 
existence of the imaginary unit. Monogamy explains why complex numbers: real parts & imaginary
parts respectively act the way they do and why the "mixed" parts act the way they do. So duals 
maths is more like "we can explain mathematical objects behaviour using quantum concepts" and 
since complex numbers are the numbers that close algebra on the geometry, the complex numbers
are the "objects" that contain the "necessary and necessary properties or information" that the 
timeless equations need within physical reality so they can describe actual a and b and the actions 
of a and b. Loosely we quantised our maths entirely we made the imaginary unit itself (or the 
definitional object) the actual "interval" or the actual invariant and not "the invariant length" of 
the wave-function or the "the invariant area" of the wave-function squared. The Born rule is Ψ*Ψ 
which is a-ib times a+ib equals a² + b², and this area uses the hypotenuse vectors projections, not 
the singular imaginary unit which is in a pure state. The Born Rule gives us the area in the first 
place so we can have all "outcomes" in there. Why do we normalise to "1" or 100% since we know 
that the probability wave when made an "area" Ψ*Ψ or a² + b² is somewhere and some-when. 
Realise that within the box is the definitional object Ψ*Ψ that our physical Born rule uses for all, 
any and, each & every "unit" interval  when we do make a physical hypotenuse i.e. label the empty
sides of the hypotenuse box. The definitional Born rule - rules.   

The major point is that unlike our modern day equations, the equations in the hypotenuses are 
fixed in that box in that order and position, we cannot move things about like we do in "normal 
equations" used in maths and physics, these are invariant in all respects to "our physical reality" 
these are the invariants that are the units that the singular definitional imaginary unit  projects 
timeless by hypotenuse projection (i.e. perfect holographic) vectors, that is, there is no loss of 
fidelity, the projection is perfect in the sense that we used "complex numbers that close equations 
for the equations deductive in the mathematical sense" for what we call "the current equations of 
physics” like E=mc² and “the current counting maths equations” like one plus one gives two while 
counting an apple a and a banana b" in the physical sense. Since the hypotenuse vectors project 
the "property of the definitional number as the speed of light as i=c" we can actually have a real-
life speed limit that is a physical behaviour defining perfectly (via equations) any and, each& every 
interactions of the <wave|particle> duality of light. In our equations we use the actual physical 
manifestations of the hypotenuse box (i.e. on the outside of the hypotenuse box, that is, what we 
call measurable physical reality or more clearly outcome space) not the definitional objects 
themselves in a pure state which are in the hypotenuse box. Yes, the definitional objects aren't 
where we are but are as much part of the whole as we are, and where we are is the dual of the 
area of the imaginary unit. We ain't where omni-everywhere and omni-every-when objects in a 
pure state are. We are, where we can measure using "invariant units" of the singular definitional 
objects, that is, on the outside the hypotenuse box. That is where our equations reside that can be 
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used with real-life light and the quanta of action.

"On the other hand, if your approach has enough explanatory virtue, it will win the day in the end. 
A big challenge, but you've never been afraid of challenges before! Bravo! 

Hope that answers your concerns -- and it also shows the power of the explanations which picture 
1. how the hypotenuse box handles the metaphysical and the physical within one geometry, 
derived from,
2.the actual definitional objects, which project, via: 
3.two hypotenuse vectors, the necessary and sufficient properties to account for all aspects of a 
totality theory. 

There are no separate parts or objects in a pure quantum system. All is drawn as one whole. 

I need some support I am troubled this is sounding like it might have some merit to consider . And 
not just because it is a good simple idea.  Can I use this email exchange as my first post in the 
competition since the questions are well covered by the reply. It might help quell fears that it is 
just a trick of the notation or something like smoke and mirrors. 
Yours Harri 

From Phil 
Dear Harri
Yes, of course you may use it, Harri, no problem.
On another note, how do you extend and generalize the new math to volumes, circles, spheres, 
etc.? The area of a circle also involves a squared length, of course, so that fits nicely, but are 
volumes numbers, too? Presumably yes. And as always, I'm most interested in relating it all to the 
incommensurability of the discrete and continuous. I assume the key has to be i, or better, the two 
kinds of complex numbers that involve i. Since i=c and i=h, are these equations encoding the 
"fudge factor" that ties together the discrete and continuous, or is it the quantum commutator 
[ih]...or something else again?

Forgive these random and spontaneous questions. I'm obviously still thinking through things...

Yours Harri 

To Phil

From Harri 

On another note, how do you extend and generalise the new math to volumes, circles, spheres, 
etc.? The area of a circle also involves a squared length, of course, so that fits nicely, but are 
volumes numbers, too? Presumably yes. 

Well I think this is outside the present scope of the level of discussion. But I have to clarify, there 
are no dimensions in the hypotenuse box so when you mention that a square is two-dimensional and
well as a circle, and that volumes, could be considered as the "template" for the definitional 
imaginary unit or a number – these “dimensions” are “definitional units” as well, how do you think 
we get dimensionless numbers like i to have properties like metres or Joules via “definitional units” 
that act are like  mini-me “constants of nature” for the outside of the box.

In our maths we have the indistinguishable definitional i then we can get the <| complex numbers 
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a+ib, then we go to quaternions are generally represented in the form and can be thought of as pairs
of complex numbers. a + bi + cj + dk where a, b, c, and d are real numbers, and i, j, and k are the 
fundamental quaternion units. with i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1. Then we have the octonions which can be
defined as pairs of quaternions. Or as +/- bi-vectors or directed areas. Addition is defined pairwise. 
The product of two pairs of quaternions (a, b) and (c, d) is defined by  the eight unit octonions are 
identified with the pairs

(1,0), (i,0), (j,0), (k,0), (0,1), (0,i), (0,j), (0,k)

I'm most interested in relating it all to the incommensurability of the discrete and continuous. I 
assume the key has to be i, or better, the two kinds of complex numbers that involve i. Since i=c and
i=h, are these equations encoding the "fudge factor" that ties together the discrete and continuous,
or is it the quantum commutator [ih]...or something else again?

As mentioned above we can give an account of Bell theorem's in dual maths notation  

Clearly we know from folk-wisdom that 
1. -ve times -ve gives +ve 
2. +ve times +ve gives +ve 
3. -ve times +ve gives -ve 
4. +ve times -ve gives -ve,

This is why it is so strange when we ask "what two same numbers when multiplied together gives 
us minus one, clearly there are no "normally thought of" numbers which fit the bill, since clearly 
only two different numbers one a +ve and the other a -ve can only give a -ve number. So whatever 
sole number, when multiplied by itself, gives a negative number, must not be able to see the  +ve 
and -ve signs above, that is, they are "indistinguishable". Clearly the continuous i=c "constant of 
closure" and the discrete quanta of action i=h "constant of closure" can be combined in one 
geometry. In the continuous i=c case we ab+ba=ic and for the quantised case we have the i=h and 
ab-ba=ih for the general legs of the triangle. From within from the imaginary unit area, the +i and -i
are indistinguishable. 

The Bell theorem 
Three decades after the EPR paper, Bell translated into mathematics the results of the EPR 
experiment. Bell introduces supplementary parameters , denoted s. They distribute over a 
collection of emitted pairs as a probability distribution 

ρ(s) ≥ 0

∫ds ρ(s) = 1 
For a pair, characterised by a given supplementary parameter s, the results of measurements are 
given by the bi-valued functions  

A(s,a) = +/- 1 at analyser I (in orientation a)
B(s,b) = +/- 1 at analyser II (in orientation b) 

The folk-wisdom table shown above is the basic multiplication table for definitional units projected 
from the area of the imaginary unit, shown below is how reproduce the Bell results Edwin 
Klingman equation for the Bell experiment which is (a.b)=+/- in his essay

Let us use the hypotenuse box labelled 

          A(+i=<|.a)=+/- and B(-i=|>.b)=+/- 
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compare this with the Bell formulation above for an actual experiment in dual maths we have
 

A(<@s|,a)=+/- for detector located @a and 
B(|@s>,b)=+/- for detector located @b 

where s is the one invariant supplementary parameter. Clearly the parameter we use in dual maths
is the imaginary area, so A(+i=<|.a)=+/- and B(-i=|>.b)=+/-  as an invariant of  <||> the hypotenuse 
of the area of the imaginary unit and the dot . is the dot product – i.e. the projection of one vector 
onto the other or the cosine of the angle. 

Of course, the invariant parameter s used in the physical Bell experiment shown in dual equation 
form (or the invariant Born rule) is

<@s|experiment|@s> with 

1. <s||s> is the invariant "outcome space" of space-time i.e. <s||s> equals "s²" and is
2. used as "the square root of s²" or the s in ds²=c²dt²-(dx²+dy²+dz²) and
3. <@||@> equals the "invariant condition" of "i=c and i=h" and
4. the comma, represents a two state system embedded within the Bell experiment, as 

mentioned many times in Edwin's comments or (s,a) and (s,b) i.e. a and b are in total 
monogamous relationship with s . 

Clearly we can produce the Born rule, and cosine rule (a.b) and s² and paired offset Cos² curves of 
Bell, and Malus's Law (Intensity = the square) all from dual mathematics. 

The power of the dual maths is we can show how the quantised (i.e. "the basic multiplication table
for definitional units") can produce a continuum as in space-time. The "the basic multiplication 
table of Definitional Units" or the DU times table shows how the four sides of the projected area 
are multiplied within the geometry of the common area and how we can relate that area to the 
timeless mathematical Bell formulation of a mathematical quantum system where the experiment 
uses spin 1/2 particles on a physical continuous continuum. If you study the above equations you 
will notice that we have totality view. The actual “Bell experiment we perform” is embedded in 
actual space-time and we can see how the experiment itself is the operator for the Born rule  
<@s|experiment|@s> clearly the equation is saying that the experiment is located somewhere 
and some-when within space-time (indistinguishable) i.e. <s||s>, at a location <@||@>  within 
space and time (distinguishable). All this because we have projected the definitional units times 
table, that is, the basic quanta of <||>. You see how a totality works we have to consider the total 
picture and not a small “local” and “singular” Bell experiment or even a series of Bell experiments. 
We have to describe the particular experiment we are performing in concert with all the other Bell 
experiments that have happened, that are happening and that might happen – it is all at once. 

Yes it strange –  yet very satisfying – to obtain Bells results using such simple conceptions. And 
deeply satisfying how overall most conceptions are just the “folk-wisdom” version of mathematical
thought.  We are the ones who think 3 can be the stroke of stick on sand. Maybe our “measurable  
area” or “outcome space” can be described by two incommensurable physical theories all 
produced by one definitional area. Realise dual maths is a mathematical inference system where 
the actual definitional objects as a thing-in-itself is used in the geometric representation of totality.
Dual equations are the equations that control our current day maths and physics equations. Dual 
maths shows why complex numbers parts behaviour the way they do,  a result of that impossible 
box. Why we have sets of physical theories connected by c=i=h and what “constants of nature are” 
and so on. 
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How strange is the geometry of the imaginary unit.
By our maths we cannot draw a complete diagram of the geometry since complex numbers aren't 
in the real number plane. Or as wiki puts it “In spite of its name, [The Fundamental Theorem of 
Algebra] there is no purely algebraic proof of the theorem, since any proof must use the 
completeness of the reals (or some other equivalent formulation of completeness), which is not 
an algebraic concept”. That is, we cannot draw a complete geometric representation of all 
numbers all at once (as one connected diagram that is consistent) with one property “of closure 
for all” at least by our maths. Literally the hypotenuse box can be proved wrong in our maths. It is 
a totality diagram as a geometry. That is, how stark it is – our maths says with all its “proofs and 
theorems and axioms” that we cannot have a consistent totality geometric system FULL STOP and 
there is over 2,500 years of intellectual rigour that shows this. You cannot in our maths draw i as a 
length let alone an area, since in our geometry we literally made lengths equal numbers and the 
areas aren't numbers but (numbers)². There is the hypotenuse box and we have our maths you 
pick which is more fundamental?

How the hypotenuse box sort of works in simple terms 
The basic idea in dual maths is that a number is a square area (not lengths squared), and from this 
square area we can form four other areas off each side of the number's area. The basic idea is that 
any number can be viewed as the sum of four squares. This "wording" is close to the proof for 
when quaternions are used in Lagrange's four-square theorem in number theory, which states that
every non-negative integer is the sum of four integer (or the quantised definitional unit) squares. 
So the basic point is that dual maths definitional unit for "number" is "area" already includes the 
full dual-quaternion invariant ratio for Lagrange's Four square theorem for example, So in the 
hypotenuse box which is totally made of invariants, we have many of our maths theorems 
embedded (better imbued) in the geometry that has the area measure of the definitional 
imaginary unit. So when we view the concept of numbers as areas we can see how dual is like an 
"extension". In our maths we don't actual use the solidarity definitional imaginary unit you literally
cannot draw “the unique definitional imaginary unit” in our maths with the complex numbers for 
example. But in dual maths – numbers, theorems and abstractions are as much part of the 
hypotenuse box as are a and b and the actionable a and b. In our maths ,which is <| by dual maths 
-- quaternions can be defined as pairs of complex numbers but are only the even part Cℓ+3,0(R), of 
the Clifford Algebra Cℓ 3,0(R) and the octonions which are not a Clifford algebra can be defined as 
pairs of quaternions. In our algebra the definitional imaginary unit isn't used i.e. it isn't used an 
actual number at any time in the process. 

Well clearly in dual maths we have the definitional unit of i then we bifurcate to <|&|> then we 
project bra and ket complex numbers as operators as <a+ib| and it's conjugate & |a-ib> and it's 
conjugate, then we get to the common area a² + b², all paired (that is dual-ed) areas. Clearly <a+ib|
and it's conjugate are close in meaning to "pairs of our complex numbers" and <| and its conjugate
is close to meaning to "+/-pairs of pairs of our complex numbers" so we can show how our maths 
numbers and theorems come close in meaning and can be viewed as a subsystem of the 
hypotenuse box. Where an area defines all numbers and their interactions as a totality with 
monogamy measure of i². The definitional unit and how it interacts with the hypotenuse box are 
dual maths.

We don't use definitional units in our mathematical models at all and so the definitional unit  
cannot be used in our physics. All the equations we use in physics and maths are a result of that 
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one fundamental number with area of the imaginary unit.  Dual maths equations give us our 
physical and mathematical equations we use in real-life as in experiments like adding an apple and 
a banana (as a + b =2) or when we write the canonical equation of qm as [a,b]=ih. Dual maths 
equations describe why and how are physical equations work. You cannot place dual equations 
into our our “non-definitional unit equations” it will seem like you have made a physical “object” 
have all the “necessary and sufficient” properties to close any gap with a temporal equation. Even 
gaps (hypotenuses) filled with just i=c and h=i. Our maths cannot close the entire arithmetic 
(Godel's work showed that) this result by Godel is obtained by using our maths without actual 
definitional units being used within arithmetic. Once you allow actual definitional objects, clearly 
we can construct a geometric representation for the definitional units over the whole number 
system.  I was wondering if our maths could be a subset of dual maths – no it isn't. We cannot 
retrieve our maths with it's one indistinguishable imaginary unit of “zero measurable attributes” 
because clearly we have shown are maths contains a contradiction since we cannot use the -ve 
square roots to span a hypotenuse in space-time, our physical answer for what is the span of 
Pythagoras's triangle hypotenuse is positive square root of 2 we cannot by definition say it is the 
negative square root of two even if it is true in our mathematics.  You see even in our maths we 
always say the square root of any number we can count is the +ve, because by definition we have 
zero as 0+i0 in our maths and that complex numbers z=a+ib. Technically we “chose +ve by 
convention” and we don't use the unconventional choice at all, it hangs there waiting to be used. 
You see it is how zero is dealt with in dual maths, we have zero=0+i0 and z=a+ib &  zero=0-i0 and 
z=a-ib they are obtained by using the indistinguishable <||> definitional unit. Clearly parts of our 
maths are smeared over the hypotenuse box yet we cannot get our totally deductive maths from 
dual maths as a pure state or a single hypotenuse since we mix -- lengths, areas, numbers, axioms 
– incommensurately.  

The main stumbling block most people in physics have with two bi-quaternions is when multiplied 
together, the result has four terms (AC, BC, BD, and AD). Each of these must represent something 
that is physically real and measurable at least when we do our physics and maths.  In fact the four 
squares formed don't have to represent something that is physical – in dual maths it could be an 
mathematical invariant or pure maths operation such as “dot” product the property and not the 
actual things doing the dot product, there is a difference between the property as diagrammed as 
one object and the systems that are dotting so to speak. Again our maths is outside the box and 
canonically cannot enter. See this link (http://geometry.mrao.cam.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/02/ImagNumbersArentReal.pdf) it is a simple tutorial about how we deal 
currently with geometric algebra and i as a duality operator. Believe it or not David Hestenes has 
introduced the idea of a geometrical imaginary unit using quaternions and octonions and the idea 
that we can obtain both relativity and quantum mechanics using i as a geometric conception. In 
the link they show  two aspects of Hestenes’ work which physicists should take particularly 
seriously. The first is that the  geometric algebra of spacetime is the best available mathematical 
tool for theoretical physics, classical or quantum. Related to this part of the programme is the 
claim that complex numbers arising in physical applications usually have a natural geometric 
interpretation that is hidden in conventional formulations … and the second major idea is
that the Dirac theory of the electron contains important geometric information which is disguised 
in conventional matrix-based approach. Dual maths uses numbers as areas, all our maths is based 
on numbers equal lengths ,that are made up of continuous gaps (of zero measure) of infinitesimals 
dt, that is, little lengths dt and when we integrate we get dt² little areas, the old problem of how 
areas that aren't numbers can be added together to get a number or a length – which is what 
Newton/Leibniz did. As long as the imaginary unit can be thought of as the square root of -1 and 
solves x² + 1 = 0 we will never get a complete area to area interaction (i.e. “transcendental” 
transport) between a and b to work. Simply dual maths shows our maths Is based on some mus-
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conceptions about how to label number and area on a geometric structure.  And clearly dual 
maths is based more on the “folk-wisdom” of counting than our maths. Even that there is an 
inherent period to an isolated system of numbers, the tick of the structure is i and the tock of the 
outside is i² which is an old idea in qm that number fields have inherent periodicity in our case the 
period of the whole is one definitional unit and distribution of definitional units over the whole is 
the sum of four boxes of incremental size.    

Shivers I have to emphasise not to think that dual maths is based on dual but the "area the 
imaginary unit" as alone by itself "the one monad" and how the Reflection Principle RP obtains the
property of "monogamy". That is, monogamy the property is pictured as a one ray reflecting 
properties via the RP which are <||> and i² from our viewpoint. The singular definitional unit is 
alone and the hypotenuse box is a way to think about bridging the gap between pure maths and 
pure physics and the ties that bind them i.e. "language" or the axioms. Obviously we have made 
the invariants equal the axioms in a very literal way, from axioms (or definitions we get maths 
truths via deduction inferences), and in physics we use induction inferences, basically the common 
area is the area where induction and deduction become indistinguishable see Apendix for details. 
Hence the "definitional units" are in the box and "outcome" space is outside the box, literally we 
have made "the definition of i"  a picture element, a part of the box, the definitional unit as a box 
has a "sum" of four areas that encode all properties timelessly to a and b and the actionable a and 
b. We literally say that an element of the geometry is the distinguishable definitional unit and the 
indistinguishable <| and |> and then c=i=h then indistinguishable constants of closure and finally 
the distinguishable constants of nature we physically observe as a duality <wave|particle>. We 
need to consider all at once, the hypotenuse box is the total invariant behaviour of all "integral-
numbered" boxes outside the hypotenuse box itself. 

From Phil via email literally a min I finished writing the above
Dear Harri 

Wow, you're on a roll, Harri. I didn't think about quaternions at all, another extension of complex 
numbers, until you brought it up. Can't keep up with you right now, but here is some homework for 
you if you feel like responding. Hopefully I'm serving as a muse for you right now.

Describe how dual math relates to quaternions (and octonions and the four-square theorem). How 
are they similar and different, and what are the advantages of dual math over quaternions, 
especially WRT physics?

Keep the fire burning and keep writing like crazy while you can!

Phil

The dual maths was discovered 03:13 on the 13 Jan 2018 and now it is 03:02  31 Jan 2018 (Sydney 
Australia times) that is only 19 days old and it is taking on a 2,500 + year old belief system called 
our maths with just a diagram, a few equations and some words. Which way it goes comes down 
to explanatory virtue as Phil put it in the first email “On the other hand, if your approach has 
enough explanatory virtue, it will win the day in the end.” Well, that is, up to the readers and what 
others say, I feel this is enough for the time being to see how dual maths works. Really it should be 
just be called dual but a better name for this “approach” is “temporal quantum mechanics” tQM 
how the timeless interacts with the temporal via definitional units projected from the solitary 
object. 
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From Troy 
Dear Harri 
Too grandiose Harri lol 
Yours Troy

Don't worry too much about it being too grandiose -- there is an essay that says our "world doesn't
exit" and gives a reasonable account as well as to why we don't exist because the world isn't made 
up of the "definitional units" that were used to account for the world in the first place. You see, 
Troy we define "the imaginary unit" as i and it solves this equation uniquely x² +1 = 0, that is, there 
is only one i and by definition, it is the only one “thing” that closes all our equations on the 
geometry. 

But strangely then in our world (by physics and maths) we use complex numbers z=a+ib where 
zero=(0+i0) to comprehend (the wave-function which is just a complex number) and measure (the 
Born rule) reality, but there is an infinity of complex numbers, well clearly by definition we have 
only one i, but in our world we seem to use many i in the complex numbers. You see (that is, the 
world that uses complex numbers) strictly doest exist, because where the one and only definitional
i is, that is, the ONE imaginary unit which gives "TRUE" to the equation x²+1=0, isn't where we are, 
so we don't strictly exist, if our world is a world that uses "non-definitional" copies of the one and 
only imaginary unit. Simple as that really.  There is only one Imaginary Unit and we don't use that 
Definitional Unit in the maths and physics we use to do science we only use encoded copies 
obtained by <a+ib| and it's conjugate “a-ib” and |a-ib> and its conjugate “a+ib”, that encode 
“TRUE” via the hypotenuse projection vectors so we can have “truths” in the world we see around 
and about and are us. See link to the essay “One more Copernican Revolution : The World does not
exist by Frank Pohlmann” he makes the case very strongly for a non-definitional world around us. 
Simply in our maths and physics (and philosophy) we don't actually use the definitional units in the
actual working theories we use around and about and are us. Clearly we have “truths” about the 
one imaginary unit in our world but not the “TRUE” imaginary unit which is singular and solidarity. 

You see, Troy, why I say that the hypotenuse box doesn't have elements of our reality (which is 
what I call “outcome” space, “space” here means, that there is an “interval” the “area” of a² + b² 
that is common “in appearance” to what is on the outside) at all, what we see around and about 
and is us, is on the outside of the box, that box shows how we encode from the area of the ONE 
imaginary unit to the many “truthful copies” of the working imaginary units we use in our complex 
numbers in our physics and maths. 

Now in the essay competition we have the essays by Peter Jackson and Decaln Traill – they have 
shown – that the indistinguishable i – can be thought of as the two indistinguishable constants of 
closure. 

From wiki – That is, i is a unique (i.e. distinguishable) number defined as the square root of minus 
one, i.e., i  +  -1. Since t here are two possible square roots for any number +  and – ,    clearly the
square roots of a negative number cannot be distinguished until one of the two is defined as the 
imaginary unit, at which point +i and -i can then be distinguished. Since either choice is possible, 
there is no ambiguity in defining i as "the" square root of minus one.

Clearly looking at Traill's computer programme and Jackson's physical experiment –  what is being 
mapped out is how +i and -i are indistinguishable, all his programme does is to use random 
numbers to show that quantum vectors can distributed over a whole sphere, as a classical system. 
All we do is assign +1 or -1, and then as compared to pure randomness, when we do the actual 

https://fqxi.org/data/essay-contest-files/Pohlmann_The_World_does_not.pdf
https://fqxi.org/data/essay-contest-files/Traill_FQXi_-_A_Fundamental.pdf
https://fqxi.org/data/essay-contest-files/Jackson_Ridiculous_Simplici.pdf
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measurements as a series, we get quantum correlations. One half of the sphere we get +/– 1 and 
the other half we get +/– 1. Well the indistinguishable +i and –i both can be used as the basis for 
two sets of complex numbers, or the <bra complex number| and the |ket complex numbers>,or 
each has there own +/– signs. That is, what Traill and Jackson have shown, you see Troy you need 
an experiment to complete your theories in physics, everybody will just think that your physics is 
just sand-castles or smoke and mirrors (like M-theory or string-theory). All Traill and Jackson have 
done is do the experiment I need to show that the “complex imaginary unit” (where +i and –i are 
indistinguishable hence we do the extraordianry as they have shown) in our current theories has 
been using only one-half of the indistinguishable totality that is the hypotenuse box. Yes their 
experiments do give a lot of credence to the ideas presented in the original essay.  


